Draw Super Easy Birds

1. [Blank]
2. [Bird with one wing]
3. [Bird with two wings]
4. [Bird with legs and feet]

1. [Another bird with one wing]
2. [Another bird with two wings]
3. [Another bird with legs and feet]
4. [Another bird with legs and feet]

1. [Yet another bird with one wing]
2. [Yet another bird with two wings]
3. [Yet another bird with legs and feet]
4. [Yet another bird with legs and feet]

1. [Yet another bird with one wing]
2. [Yet another bird with two wings]
3. [Yet another bird with legs and feet]
4. [Yet another bird with legs and feet]

1. [Yet another bird with one wing]
2. [Yet another bird with two wings]
3. [Yet another bird with legs and feet]
4. [Yet another bird with legs and feet]
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